Inspection Chart Generation Program

**TESCHART Plus**

Inspection Chart can be generated and printed, automatically importing measurement result data of each measuring machine (software: CALYPSO, XYANA, and ACCTee).

### Generating of Inspection Chart

- Enable to generate Inspection Chart with intuitive setting by utilizing the existing format!
- Excel template
- Raw measurement result data

Automatically import when measurement completed

Available to drag and drop the measurement result to free position in Excel sheet

### Database Function

- Measurement results can be stored in database!
- Easy search and reference of past measurement result!
- Inspection Chart can be re-generated based on searched measurement result!
Expanded Database Function

LAN connect
Standard 5 connections
(Up to 10 connections available as an option)

LAN connect

Implementing purpose of TESCHART Plus and the advantages

Output measurement results to Microsoft EXCEL at the measured location.
(Using familiar tools)

Easily search and refer the past measurement results

Refer Inspection Chart remotely
("Option"
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